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THE VICE CH/:ECELLOH: llvunber 7 is the scjiie as your initial group of -amendments?

; IIR. m'TBRJ.Yt Yes.

THE VICE CHADICELLOR; Then is number 6 a draXt omitting the abandoned claim?

IIR. nOblBRAY; No. SoDie particulars of Crovm Royalties that we have never
claimed got into our particulars of amounts claimed and we are taking them out
here. So that is all there is.

B THE VICE CIWCELLOR; It looks more formidable than it is.

Iffi. HOV/BRj\Y; Yes, there are a lot of amendments, but the reasons for them are
perfectly simple. Tl^ien the amendments to the defence, I think I am ri^it in
s-^ying, arc all just consequential on the first thing I mentioned, the
reference to the local (government. There are just one or two aJ.terations of
dates.

THE VICE Cn.'NCELLORi I^/hat axe you talking about now? I have the amendments to
the statement of the claim, but I have no otlier documents.

rffi. VII'IEIiOTTs I have the amendments to the defence and they are consequential.
(Co-y handed to his Lordship.) Tliey are consequentiaJ on the amendments to
the statement of cl^iira. There are one or two ijmendments v;hich were made I
thirik informally when your Lordship was de^Jing with the pleadings and they
have been -ut in too. I hope the further .amendments will now sweep up all
the amendments informally made when we went through the pleadings before,
together with the new amendments.

THE •'/ICE GHAI-TCELLOR; I follow. Then I vn.ll retain these two statements of
oropooed nmendments and my origirvil pleadirgs imtil such time as the necessary
rety ing has been done.,

I®. ilOlffllLlY; If your Lordship pleases. I tliink it is fair to say that points
1, 2 and 3 are coimnon ground between my learned friend and myself. Point
.•^.urober 4 he was inclined to admit that is, "the native landowner" etc.
lx-eadin,p' to the vrords) "191^*" 1 want to alter 4 "to a revised form to show
the re-J. issue and when I have done that my friend voll not be able to adinit
it.

THE VICE CHAITCELLOR; I'Ir. Vinelott, v/ithout tying you down to admitting every
word that Ilr. Ilowbray utters, is there any serious dispute on aoint number 5?

Iffl. •'/IHELOTTi No. There is _not any disoute on 4, .as it stands, but I under
st'ind my friend is going slii^tly to modify it.

THE VICE CR'JlCEliLQR: Yes, so as to induce you to dispute it.

j-nh IIOV'BRjY- Of course that is not the n;ain object!
betvroen us. Car I give your Lordship my revised native customary law
that the individual owner of Itrd w-as also ovmer of the phosphates beneri.th
vaas recognised betv/ecn 190*^ I9I6." I just note under that that the laws
of descent and the lav/s restricting cilienation dr the Maude Report are common
ground.

I'EU 'VIlIltLOTT; Having he-'Xd that proposition may I make one observation on
pd'agxa-ph 2 that I ough"fc have made before. I refer to the last words
"So far as recognised by the Crown" v/hich I think reflect something of
im.;ortf.rce where you find that the reception of English law recognises native
custora by a concession .amounting to a course of ractice. IJy friend nods
and I think it reflects that statement in Halsbuxy, It is a pa-ssaip-e v;hich I

it is to
It

show what is



i have to confess I am not too sure that I understand. It is founded on some
I Australian cases. I do not think it has been in any way in issue in this

A I case how far recognition by the Crovm comes into it if native customary
' law IS to survive reception of English law. I do not think it is going to

be on issue, but I thought I oxighit :possibly to make a word of qualification to
roservG my position in case anything does turn upon that.

THE VICE CH/ilICELLOR: I am not understanding. V,/here is the statement in
Halsbvirj''?

I'IR. VIHELOTT: It is paragraph 1197 wiiich your Lordship read yesterday. The
third paragraph says; "The applicability" etc. (reading to the word) "practice."
The cases cited are New Zealand cases. "The extent of these words" etc.
(Reading to the words) "course of practice." In the present case the express
enactment is section 20 of the 1893 ordinance and there is no difference
between my le.amed friend ;uid uyself as regards the terms of that ordinance.
¥o accept that the wrds "so far >?,s circumstances peimat" mean that if you
have established rights under customary law English law is not imported so f;ar
as inconsistent because the circujustances do not aiamit the reception of English
law if the result would be to alter private rights.

THE VICE CEL'iNC13LL0R: You accept that English law will not ovist private rights
under native law.
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rlR. VINELOTT: That is so. So that brings my friend and myself together and
the rest of the qualificr.tion about the political concession seems to me
iirelevaaat and it is reflected in this proposition by the words "so far as
recognised by the Crown". I only wanted to make tliis qualification, tha,t I
may want to cone back to this point if it turns out in the course of the
rxgument that there is some difference betv/een my friend and myself on that.
Other\;ise, we tire entirely ut one on those propositions. Your LordsMp will
he-ir what friend has to say, but I think we diverge on the law only when we
come to 1913. Up to then the difference between us is a question of fact,
\/hat is na.tive c\istomary law?

IIR. I'lOV/BRa'.Y: I am certainiy not going to kick that gift horse in the testh.
I'/hat it rjjn'oimts to is that I have undertaken to show recognition whereas my
lecjmiGd friend nov? says "You need not show recognition," that the Crown woxjid
net seel: to say that English law comes in in such a wfiy as to disturb native
rights under customary law. I have prepared what I am going to say rather
on the basis that I do need to establish this. „t Head 4 I sa; '̂ that there
ha.s been recognition and lat 1 I s:y there is r. custonaixy law under which
the landowner is ov/ner of the i^nerals. I haive se ^ar-.ted them in that way
because of these constitution^ questions and peiiaaps I night go on putting
them in that order. As I said long ago, we rely on the Crown recognition of
these rii^its - I me.-m express recognition between I900 -and 1916 - as helping
to estn.blish the ri^^its a.s well 0.8 for other j '̂orposes ::nd we rely on then also
an admissions.

THE VICE CKiTCEI.LOR; iidraissions':

Iffi. iM'IBRI.Y: Admissions by the Crovm that the rights existed.

TEE VICE CEECELLOK3 I understand admissions against interest. The Crown does
not in these iroceedings claiffl any oiiniership of the minerads, but does the
question of admission corae into the question whether the ov.nership of minerals

H is Communal or individual? That is not a„ question of admission by the Crown,
is it? That is notliing to do with an admission against interest, ^vhich is
the true form of admission. it is not against the Crown's interest,

4



! riH. MOl.'BEj'y: Well, it is in these proceedings, thoxigh no doubt it was not
I understood to be against the Crova.'s interest in 190O. Tha.t is so, I agree.
I The first important recognition or Crown act in which \fe can see the

. I individual ownership of the phosphates recognised is King's Regulation ITo.l of
1903» Section 2. That reoognised that if the flag had not been raised on
OccEin "'sland outri^t sales of land for mining by individual Banabas would have
been valid. I do not know if your Lordshi 1 remenbers this point. '.'e
discussed it when we were reading the reguJ.ation. It is to be found in
Volume 2, page 8. There v;ere restrictions on the sales of land to non-natives
and in Section 2 of the Hegiolation it says: "The sales of land specified in
the schedule hereto shall therefore be held to be valid and effectual for all

B piurposes as if the terms of the Higii Commissioner's proclS-Oation" - that is
the proclomation of 190O - "aixd the provisions of Section I3 part 3 of the
(Regulations) had not been in force as regards the said Ocean Island at the
time such sales were made." What they are saying there is that these sales
that are scheduled sales should be as valid in effect as if the flag had never
been ralQed and there had never been any legislation forbidding sales to non-
natives. That would have failed in its purpose unless a sale by the natives
for raining purposes before 1900 would have been vrrlid. So there is a
recognition there that pre-190u sales by the natives v/ould have been valid .nnd
that is s ,les for mining purposes so there rrast have been individual sales by
the individual owners of the land.

THE TLCF, CH/JTCELLOR: LogicaJ-ly it does not necessarily carry the point, does it,
because if the native landowner in fact only had surface ri^ts but he had a
pov/er to make a dispocition that authorised mining the proceeds in fact belong
to the community. It depends on what native law is. The most obvious
situation is the one you axe contending for, namely, the native owner owned
not only the surface but also the minerals underneath and therefore there is
validation. But it mi^t also work if he had only surface rights coupled
with some sort of power of disposition, so logically it does not carry the
point. It is the easiest and simixlest explanation and the most likely
expl.onation to say that this is a recognition that you do own anything under-
neatli the soil.

D

E Iffi. I'IOWBR/:Ys Yes, that is the simplest and li]celiest, if one knew nothing
about Ocean Island. There is no suggestion anywhere that anybody had any
sep^irate p'ower different from ownership over what wan xindemeath. So really
ovmierBhip is the only thing

THE VICE (HLHTGELLOR; Yes. of course in Regulation 1 the recital is:
"Whereas it is expedient to legalise", so the word "legalise" - "this will make
legal thesa sales" you say makes them leg.ol for the purposes for which they
v/ere made.

MR. KOl'ffilllY: Ibsolutely, for mining purposes.

THE VICE CH/ITCELLOR2 If the sale is then legalised for the purpose for which
it is made, namely mining, then, etc.

MR. MOWBILIY: Yes. There is a similar point on page JO of the same document.
I should tell your Lordship that I number that point about King's Regulation
Ho.l of 1903 my point 4-1 under Head 4,

There is a similrir point numbered 4-2 in a letter on ..-'age 70 of the same
bundle.

I-I THE VICE CH/ITGELLOR: Tliis is a High Comraissioner letter,

MR. MOIORAY. Yes, from the Hi^ fomjussioner to the Pacific Islands Company^
"I ain (ilrectcd by the High Coromissioner" etc. (reading to the words) "Ocean
l8].and" these are other parcels ^ "in re ;ly" etc. (reading to the words)
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MR MOWBRAY: That is an enormous help and saves quite a lot of
trouble. Your Lordship remembers that section 8 provides that
three of the Gilbert and Ellice Islands Colony order in
council entrenches civil ri^ts by customary law. So
that recognises native laws and customs, though it does not
say what.

I would just like to mention, before we leave 5,
that of course if English law alone applies it would suffice
for our purpose on the question of how far ownership goes
dovm into the earth, I do not mean to cite your Loi^iship
authority on that, we can m;ike our point in this narrow way,
that English law comes in and it is only modified by any
contrary system and there is no contrary custom. Or we can
say "Well, that is a rather narrow way of looking at it;
there is plenty in the documents to show there was a positive
custom that landowners owned the minerals.

No,6 is Rotan owns the land in the 1913, 1951 and
1947 areas. That is not quite accurate and I would like to
.amend it slightly to: Rotan owns land in the 1913, delete
1931, and 19^7 areas. So he owns land in the 1915 and 19^7 are
and his ancesstor owned land in the 1951 area, now Grown
land.

THE VIGE-GH.1NCELL0R; Now Grown land ?

MR MOiABRAY: Yes, it is now Grown land because when the Resident
Commissioner entered it became Grown land.

THE VIGE-GHiiNGELLOR: Under the resumption.

MR MOWBRii-Y: Under the resumption. It became Grown land but
subsequently in 19'^?? after the 1947 agreement, the Crown
indicated that that would be turned back to the owners when
the mining finished, Rotan will give evidence of his
title.

THE VIGE-GH.'HTGELLOR:
in the 1951 area.

His ancesstor owned and he now owns land
Is that right ?

MR MOWBRiVY: His ancesstor owned it but it is now Crown land
and it will come back to him under the Crown's promise that
it wi'll be returned.

THE VIGE-eH.'.NGELLOR: Ies,-of course, they gave a mere bare
nromise by the Grown. There is no recognisable interest
at all in that land otherwise. Is that it ?

MR MOWBRAY: Well, we call it^a promise and we need not put it
an:/ hi^er than that^in this case, I expect it will come
back and the point will not arise, I am reminded that his
4othor died in 1927, so he himself owned the land in 1951,
Perhaps, just to make It read, we could say "owned or owns".

THE VICE-GHx'lNCELLQR: I^bave got; "Rot.an owns land in the 1915
and 1947 areas .and his ancesstor owned land in the 1931
area, now Crow/n land, which the Grov/nhas promised to return.

MR MOV/BRiiY: We c.an substitute "he" for "his ancesstor". He
owned land in the 1931 area.

17
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I do not need to elaborate 7 or 7,1.

c3 does not arise; novi because the Crown does not clain
the phosphate,

THE VIGE-CHiHTCELLOR; In 7 you say he or his predecessor owned
and I can take out "his predecessor", can I ?

MR No, because if the phosphate went before 1925 he
never owned it. If the 1913 land phosphate was dug out
and spread in iiustralia before his mother died, he never owned
that phosphate.

No,95 there is no contrary Banaban custom. Now we come
i on to fact and I will try to pursue this as a matter of fact

now. 9,1 there is nothing to the contrary in the Maude
Report or the subsequent memorandum. I would like to add a
9,11 after that: there is nothing to the contrary in Bundle
52, page -4-5, That is an intervening report by Mr Barton on
Mr Maude's views which he had ascertained,

Eor 9,12 I will^just mention the Maude Report, the one
about descent and alienation. It is at Bundle 29 page 16, bQt
I do not think your Lordship need turn to it. It is only
about descent and about adoption, and so forth, and powers of
alienation and there is nothing about the subject-matter of

£) the ownership. That is our submission about that,

9.13 is the minute in Bundle 32 page 43.

THE VICE-CHiiNCELLOR: On 9.11 I had Bundle 32 page 43,

MR MOV/BR,iY: Yes, I just wanted that up near the top because it
is an addition to the other two Maude matters,

THE VICE-GPLiNCELLOR: Do you want it again on 9,13 ?

MR MOl/BRi'LY: D do not mind whether it is in again or not, but
I would like your Lordship to look at it. The minute starts
at page 42 and it is a minute by Mr Barton, the Acting Hi^
Gomm.issioner. The passage I am referring to really starts
at 3 at the bottom of page 42: "I have since seen Mr Maude
and discussed v;ith him etc; (reading to the words):
"contrary to thoir^^ov/n customs". Then at 4: "Mr Maude
nov; agrees with me".

The only things mentioned there_as establishing a
contrary custom are the caves, and I will deal with them at
9.3.

THE VIGE-GH..NCELLOR: What about (b).

MR MOWBR;tY; That is where he refers to the caves: "They had
no conception of the surface ovmer owning the subterranean
rights" .

THE VIGE-r-CIL'.NCELIjQR: And (c) ? As far as that goes that is
H really against you, is it not ?

MR HOWBRixY: Yes, as as it goes, but in our submission it
goes novjhere. ihe true way of looking at it is that before

18
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1900 the Banabans had no notion of any minerals so there oould
not have been an ancient custom about minerals. So one
cartainly cannot distinguish between one type of mineral and
another, especially radiuml VJhat wre say is that (b) puts

the thing upside down. It is not a question of someone having
no conception of subterranean rights. To show the subterranean
rights were different from the surface rights you have to show
that they had some conception of a different ownership of what
v;as underground and different ri^ts over what was under ground.
I will have a little more to say about the caves in a minute.

THE VICE-CHxil^CELLOR: It is a very difficult concept to say you
can own the surface without owning what is underneath. How
far do you go down ? Bo you own the top spit of the soil ?
If you extract the phosphate lying on the surface and the
surface then goes down six inches, if the landowner does not
own anything below the surface who does ovm the six inches, or
one foot, or tv/'o or three feet down ? li/hat happens on the
Island now that the phosphate is being excavated 60, 70, 80
feet down ? If the individual landowners formerly owned just
the surface who owtis the new surface ?

MR MOWBRxlY: ^t is accepted, as I understand it, that the land
reverts to the Banaban landowners when the BPC has gone, and
what reverts is not surface.

THE VTCE-CILUTOEIjLOR :
surface.

It could not possibly be the old notional

MR MOV/BRx'iY: No. ^nd, of course, what is left is coral not
mineral at all. What Mr Maude seems to have been arguing
for was that everything under the surface - not the mineral,
but everything under the surface belonged to the Crown.

THE V]:CE-CHxxNCE.LLOR: I have got 9.11 as being nothing contrary
in Banaban custom, and 9.12 is the Maude Report, is it ?

j

MR MOWBRx.Y: Maude's report, and we need not turn to that. 9.13 is
his memorandum, the 19'^6 memorandum. Would your Lordship turn
to paragraph 21: "As regards the surface ri^its, investi
gations have shown" etc; ^.reading paragraph; I will deal
with all these references to bangabangas together, but your
Lordship sees there is n reference there to it being owned
by "groups".

THE VIGE-GKANGELLOR; Not the community.

MR MOVJBRjVY: Not the community. I should tell your Lordship
straight away hat Rofen s evidence will be that there were
two bangabangas which_were owned by the community as a whole
over which the community as a whole had rights, but all the
others were owned by the landowner.

ITIE VIGE-GILINGELLOR: Go, therefore, this paragraph is wrong ?

MR MOWBR..Y: Inaccurate, Yes.

THE VLCIC-CH.AICELLOR: Either the surface ovmer cr the community
had bangahanga rights. One thing that did not happen is v/hat
Maude says did happen.

19



i KR MOWBRi'iY": Xes; perhaps he did not know about that. As I
! say, I will come back to the bangabangas.

Aj V/ould your Lordship turn to paragraph 56. He deals with
j these under surface rights again here: "The previous paragraph
j will have shown the two main points" etc; (reading to the
I iTOrds): "or whether thes^^ - that is the Banabans - "possessed

both surface and under surface rights". What I would like to
point out there is that he is not even suggesting that the

' under surface ri^ts belong to the community as a whole.

^ THE VICE-CHANCELLOR: This is an either/or argument, either it
is the Grown or the individuals, he does not consider the
possibility of the community.

MR MOVBR/iY: No. The Crown^does_not claim it now so, so far as
Mr Maude's o.rguments go, individual ownership is the only
possibility left. He goes on: "Should it be held that"
etc; (reading to the words): "will cause considerable
difficulties".

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR: Lf you go on he says: "Large landowners"
etc; (reading to the words): "despite the fact that either
would be contrary to their own customary law".

MR MOWBRiiY: Yos. "contrary to their own customary law" is hard
D to understand unless it is another reference to the bangabangas,

because that is the only other thing in the memorandum.

THE VICE-GlLiNC.EI;LOR: Well, that is soniothing to the contraj?y,
is it not ? Proposition 9.11 says there is nothing to the
contrary in the Maude Report or the later memorandum.

MR MOWBR..Y: Well, that is a rather shorthand way of putting it.
E Putting it in lom^and, the only thing to the contrary in the

Maude Report is really the bangabangas, and you cannot erect
on the bangabangas t^is sujnrstructure that Mr Maude has
attempted to erect.

THE VICE-CIIaNCEI;LOR: Let me get this plain. V/hat one you treating
as the Maude Report and what are you treating as the later
memorandum ?

f i

MR MOWBR..Y: This printed document is the later memorandum.

THE VlCE-CrLJ^CEi;i,OE: The 19H6 menorandui.a.

MR MOUBR.1Y: Yes, the 2nd September, 19^-6. The only indication
of v/hy it would be contrary to their oto custom is in the
previous paseap,-e I showed your I-ordship, paragraph 21, where

" he refers to bangabangas, and, as I sliall Arery shortly be
coming on to argue, tho existence of bangabangas does not
prove anything about the omershlp of the phosphate.

Then on to 9*2, separate ownership of trees. Your
Lordship has not seen anything in the documents about separate
ownership of trees, L o^ly mention it because Rotan might

H merit j,on it,

THE VICE-CILdTCELJjQR; Somewhere there is a statement that it is
perfectly possible for to ovm the trees on B's land.
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HE IlOWBR.^Y: I thou^it I had seen that in tho documents, hut then
I when ^ looked through theDi again I could not find it.

P'lR VT.IfELOT'f; I am sure it is there and we would agree to that.
I

! MR MOV/BR/i.Y: ^ wondered aften^rards if perhaps your Lordship had
! heard it in No.l.

! THE VIGE-CRiNCELLOR: It is certainly not a matter of evidence
in No.l, hut I thinle it is in the documents. Wliether it is
mentioned in the documents in No.l or not I do not know,
hut certainly somevdiere in the documents there is a statement
that it is possible for trees on someone's land to he owned
hy somohody else.

ME MOWBE'j.Y; Our comment is pretty short on that. So he it.
All that shoves is that the ownership could he severed or
not - the ownership of the land could he severed or not.
There is no suggestion that the trees were communally ov/ned.

THE VICE-CEiNCEILOR: I do not rememher any horizontal trees
on Ocean Island. Trees have roots that go down.

MR MOWBE\Y: V/ell, I suppose I was disregarding the roots.
But if you have separate ownership of trees all that shows is
that you can have A owning a fixture on B's land,

THE VICE-CHANCELLOR: If B owns the land and he grants to A
the five coconut trees v/ith the right to collect their
fruits and go on the land, and so forth, that is not
inconsistent with B owning the surface of the land and
also all that lies honeath it.

ME MOV/BRAY: No, and it is not inconsistent with B owning all
ahove it. Even less is it an argument towards communal
ownership because it is not suggested there iiras communal
use of the trees.

THE VICE-GPENCELLOR: I do not think Mr ^ipelott's strongest
argument will he founded on trees.

nO'vffiE..Y: I can move on to 9,3. I will leave 9.3 as it
^ , is, conhnunal use of hangahangas is not to the contrary,

althoug].! we admit there wore two communally used hangahangas.

First of all 9.31: it proves nothing about the
phosphates because it is water not phosphates tha.t are
enjoyed. In English law someone else can have a right
to drav7 from a spring on a landowner's Icind, I should not

' wonder if there ^vas something rather like a communal right
in some villages to draw water from someone' else's land,
hut that does not mean that no spring is privately owned
and it certainly does not mean that no land is privately
owned. The hangahangas are in the coral not in the
phosphate and communal use of hangahangas, in our submission,
just does not prove any communal interest in anything under
the surface.
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THE YTGE-CE'iNCELLOR: It may "be that to get down to a hangahanga
you have to go down through the phosphate.
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MR MOWBR..X: Yes, but then you have to cross the land as well
and that does not midce the land conmunal.

Then 1 can move on to No.10, Banaban customary law
recognises the landowner as owning the minerals. Now 9
has been somewhat to the effect that there is nothing to
the contrary, now I am going from the negative to the positive
and I am going to show your Lordship the rule or Banaban
customary law which was recognised by the Crown.

So 10 is Banaban customary law recognised, and 10,1
is that will be our evidence by Rotan and he will tell your
Lordship about wheeling wheelbarrows of phosphate from his
grandfather's land and selling it to BPC.

10,2, there cannot have been any ancient custom about
minerals, I have dealt with that already, or partly I have
dealt with it already. I have said the Banabans had no idea
of minerals before 1900, and also I would like to add this:
there is no distinction in mineral value between the surface
phosphate and the deeper phosphate - or not of any substance.

THE VICE—GHiiNOEIiIDR: Generally speaking, as I understand it. there
is virtually no recognisable top soil on the Island, it is
virtually phosphate dirt even on the surface.

MR MOV/BPLiY: And that makes it difficult to distinguish between
a surface owner and an owner of minerals or phosphate,
because there is not any difference.

THE VIGE-SHANGELI,OR: You do have in No.l in the photographs
a slifjhtly different colouration in the top few inches of the
soil in some of the excavations, but generally it is
phosphate dirt.

MR MOWBR;i.Y: That is only colouring or, to a very limited extent,
phosphate content.

On to 10,3: Banaban landowner® sold loose phosphate
from their land without^ comment or complaint. I will give
your Lordship some details about this, or perhaps I will
just give your Lordship a list of some relevant documents:
Bundle' 2, page 12; Bundle 5, pages 30 to 31; Bundle 7j
page 190. Let us just look at these. Bundle 2, page 12:
"V/e then asked the object of the meeting and John Kekana as

spokesman said, as we expected, that it was to ask if they
could, be paid in cash - or half cash and half trade for their
phosphate rock..." ^o that is a reference to the sale of
loose phosphate.

Then Buhdle 5, pages 30 to 31. That is the general
meeting your Lordship looked at once before this morning.
(Reading extract) ^»-ad those who were too lazy to dig their
own rock did not sit back and let the others dig it and
then say "Well, will take our slice of the proceeds
because that is community money". No-one rose at that meeting
and said "l-Zhat is all this about selling the rock, that is
cormnunal rock" •

Then Bundle 7, page 19O just gives your Lordship
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the tonnages set out: 1909 2,304 tons, I9IC 3}672 tons.
Those are very substantial amounts of phosphate; no-one on
the Island could have been unaware of what was going on.

THE VTGE—CHjiNCELTjOR: A little above that: "The second recoomend-
ation of the Resident Commissioner is, 'that the company should
nevei refuse to purchase phosphate rock from the natives
obtained from their own ground", and it goes on " T^e price
to bo paid to bo not less than that paid at present".

FiR I'IOWBR '̂lY: Yes, ray Lord.

THE VIGE-GH.HrCEI.,LOR: "It is not only by the sale of phosphate
rock, but by the sale of fish and ground provisions that the
Banabans are enabled to earn money". That is an indication
of individual Banabans selling rock from their own ground.

m M0WBR.'2Y: ^os, ray Lord.

(Adjourned for a short time)
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